The present invention provides a method of making a wearing article improved so that loop elements engaged with the associated hook elements would not ride up or curl up in the course of production process. Mount members 13, 14 are attached to an inner sheet 6 in a front waist region 8 so as to extend along first lateral zones 11 of the front waist region 8 and hook elements 15, 16 are attached to a chassis 2 by the intermediary of these mount members 13, 14. Loop elements 17, 18 are attached to the inner sheet 6 in a rear waist region 9 so as to extend along second lateral zones 12 of the rear waist region 9. Third regions 30, 31 of the respective mount members 13, 14 are formed with sticking zones 32, 33 operatively associated with outer lateral edges of the respective loop elements 17, 18. The sticking zones 32, 33 formed on the respective mount members 13, 14 are temporarily joined to the loop elements 17, 18 as the hook elements 15, 16 are engaged with the associated loop elements 17, 18.
[0001] The present invention relates to a method of making wearing articles such as disposable diapers, toilett-training pants, incontinence briefs, menstruation panties or diaper covers.

RELATED ART

[0002] Conventionally, disposable diapers having front and rear waist regions detachably fastened along respective lateral zones thereof are known, for example, from the disclosure of PATENT DOCUMENT 1. According to this PATENT DOCUMENT 1, the diaper comprises a chassis having front and rear waist regions, a crotch region, a side facing a wearer's skin and a side facing a wearer's garment, and hook and loop elements respectively formed on the front and rear waist regions along the lateral zones thereof. The hook elements are attached to the lateral zones by intermediary of mount members. Such diaper is made from a web assembly in which each pair of the adjacent diapers having lateral zones being contiguous to each other fed in a machine direction in a process for making them.

[0003] In the process of making the diaper, the hook elements and the loop elements are fed in form of a mutually engaged assembly. To assure a desired engagement even if the hook elements and the loop elements are more or less displaced from the proper relative position, one of the areas occupied by the hook elements and the loop elements is dimensioned to be larger than the other. The hook elements have stiffness higher than that of the loop elements and therefore the area occupied by the loop elements is preferably dimensioned to be larger than the area occupied by the hook elements from the viewpoint of desirable flexibility of the diaper and undesirable irritation to the wearer's skin. However, dimensioning the area occupied by the loop elements to be relatively large necessarily a surplus area of the loop elements extending outward beyond the area of the hook elements and being free from engagement with the hook elements. Such surplus area free from engagement with the hook elements may sometimes ride up or curl up in the course of making the diaper and cause the hook elements to be disengaged from the loop elements and/or may deteriorate the productivity of the diaper.

[0004] In view of the problem as has been described above, an object of the present invention is to provide a method of making a wearing article improved so that loop elements engaged with the associated hook elements would not ride up or curl up in the course of production process.

MEASURE TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM

[0005] According to the present invention, there is provided a method of making a wearing article comprising a chassis and a fastener assembly, the chassis having a longitudinal direction, a transverse direction, a side facing a wearer's skin and a side facing a wearer's garment, a first waist region corresponding to one of front and rear waist regions, a second waist region corresponding to the other of the front and rear waist regions and a crotch region extending between the first and second waist regions and the fastener assembly including first fastening regions provided along a pair of first lateral zones of the first waist region opposed to each other in the transverse direction and extending in the longitudinal direction and second fastening regions provided along a pair of second lateral zones of the second waist region opposed to each other in the transverse direction and extending in the longitudinal direction wherein the first fastening regions are detachably engaged with the second fastening regions and wherein the first fastening regions include hook elements and the second fastening regions include loop elements.

[0006] According to the present invention comprises the steps of forming the first fastening regions with sticking zones adapted to be temporarily joined to the second fastening regions, and bringing the hook elements of the first fastening regions into engagement with the loop elements of the second fastening regions and at the same time temporarily joining the first fastening regions to the second fastening regions by the sticking zones.

[0007] According to one embodiment, a process of making the wearing article includes a machine direction and a cross direction orthogonal to the machine direction and, in a course of continuously making the chassis, the transverse direction of the chassis corresponds to the machine direction and the method of making the wearing article further including the steps of feeding a web assembly forming the chassis in the machine direction and cutting the web assembly in the cross direction after the first fastening regions have been engaged with the second fastening regions.

[0008] According to another embodiment, each of the second fastening regions includes inner and outer side edges extending in the longitudinal direction and upper and lower edges extending in the transverse direction and the sticking zones are formed so as to face corners defined by the outer side edge and upper and lower ends of the second fastening regions in engagement with the first fastening regions.

[0009] According to still another embodiment, the first fastening regions include mount members extending outward beyond the first lateral zones by intermediary of which the hook elements are attached to the first lateral zones.
According to yet another embodiment, the sticking zones temporarily join the mount members to the loop elements. According to further another embodiment, the loop elements occupy an area larger than an area occupied by the hook elements and the loop elements exposed outside the hook elements are temporarily joined to the mount members by the sticking zones.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

Temporary joint between the first fastening region and the second fastening region achieved by the sticking zones is effective to prevent the loop elements in the second fastening region from riding up or curling up from the first fastening region in the course of making the diaper. In consequence, precision and productivity of making the wearing article can be improved. In addition, the effect of such temporary joint by the sticking zones may be maintained in the course of putting the diaper on the wearer’s body to restrict undesirable riding up or curling up of the loop elements during putting the diaper on the wearer’s body. In consequence, the loop elements or the hook elements would not come in direct contact with the wearer’s skin due to such riding up or curling up and cause any skin trouble.

The web assembly may be continuously fed and worked upon in the machine direction and cut in the cross direction after the first fastening region and the second fastening region have been brought in engagement. Such method effectively supports mass production of the wearing article.

The sticking zones are formed so as to face at least corners of the outer side edge and upper and lower ends of the second fastening regions in engagement with the first fastening regions. The sticking zones formed so as to face these corners at which the second fastening region is most apt to separate from the first fastening region are extremely effective to restrict riding up or curling up of the second fastening region.

The first fastening region includes the mount member which is sufficiently large to extend outward beyond the associated first lateral zone. In this way, the mount member can be prepared separately of the associated first lateral zone and appropriately selected depending on its particular purpose.

The sticking zones serve only for temporary joint between the mount members and the loop elements and thereby can temporarily join the first fastening region to the second fastening region without affecting the engagement between the hook elements and the loop elements.

The loop elements occupy an area larger than an area occupied by the hook elements and the loop elements exposed outside the hook elements are temporarily joined to the mount members by the sticking zones. In this way, the loop elements not in engagement with the hook elements can be temporarily joined to the first fastening region so as to restrict riding up or curling up of the loop elements in the course of making the wearing article.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a diaper.
Fig. 2 is a plan view showing the diaper of Fig. 1 as has been flatly developed.
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a process of making the diaper.
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram partially illustrating the process of making the diaper.
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating sticking zones.

IDENTIFICATION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS USED IN THE DRAWINGS

1      diaper
2      chassis
3      mechanical fasteners
8      front waist region
9      rear waist region
10     crotch region
11     first lateral zones
12     second lateral zones
13, 14 mount members
15, 16 hook elements
17, 18 loop elements
26, 27 first regions
28, 29 second regions
30, 31 third regions
32, 33 first arrays of adhesion spots
35     first folding line
36     second folding line
41     first web
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0020] Details of the present invention will be more fully understood from the description made hereunder on an adult diaper as an exemplary embodiment with reference to Figs. 1 through 5 of the accompanying drawings. Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the diaper 1 with one of transversely opposite lateral edges thereof being opened and Fig. 2 is a plan view showing the diaper 1 flatly developed as partially cut away for convenience of illustration. As illustrated, the diaper 1 comprises a liquid-absorbent chassis 2 and a mechanical fastener 3. The chassis 2 has a longitudinal direction Y, a transverse direction X, an inner side 4 facing the wearer’s skin and an outer side 5 facing the wearer’s garment. It should be appreciated that the near side represents the inner side facing the wearer’s skin and the remote side represents the outer side facing the wearer’s garment with respect to a plane defined by Fig. 2. The chassis 2 comprises an inner sheet 6 defining the inner side 4 facing the wearer’s skin, an outer sheet 7 defining the outer side 5 facing the wearer’s skin, and a liquid-absorbent core 20 lying on the side of the inner sheet 6 directly facing the wearer’s skin. The inner and outer sheets 6, 7 are formed of a liquid-pervious fibrous non-woven fabric or the like and the liquid-absorbent core 20 is typically formed of a mixture of fluff pulp fibers and super-absorbent polymer particles, all of these stock materials being conventionally used in the relevant technical field. Such chassis 2 includes a front waist region 8, a rear waist region 9 and a crotch region 10 extending between these front and rear waist regions 8, 9.

[0021] The front region 8 has a pair of first lateral zones 11 opposed to each other in the transverse direction X and extending in the longitudinal direction Y and the rear waist region 9 has a pair of second lateral zones 12 opposed to each other in the transverse direction X and extending in the longitudinal direction Y. The first lateral zones 11 respectively have a pair of elongate mount members (ear-like members) 13, 14 attached to the inner sheet 6 so as to extending in the longitudinal direction Y and a pair of hook elements 15, 16 constituting the mechanical fastener is attached to the chassis 2 by the intermediary of the mount members 13, 14. The first lateral zones 11, the mount members 13, 14 and the hook elements 15, 16 cooperated together to define first joining regions.

[0022] The mount members 13, 14 are formed, for example, of material such as a fibrous non-woven fabric and respectively comprise first regions 26, 27 bonded to the inner sheet 6 along the respective first lateral zones 11, second regions 28, 29 folded back from the first regions 26, 27 onto the first regions 26, 27, and third regions 30, 31 extending outward from the second regions 28, 29 in the transverse direction X. The hook elements 15, 16 are bonded to the outer side facing the wearer’s garment in the third regions 30, 31 of the mount members 13, 14 extending outward. These hook elements 15, 16 are respectively divided in the longitudinal direction Y into upper halves 15a, 16a and lower halves 15b, 16b so as to be spaced from one another.

[0023] The inner sheet 6 has a pair of loop elements 17, 18 in the respective second lateral zones 12. The loop elements 17, 18 are dimensioned to have substantially the same length as a length of the second lateral zones 12 of the rear waist region 9 as measured in the longitudinal direction Y. In other words, these loop elements 17, 18 extend substantially along full length of the second lateral zones 12 in the longitudinal direction Y. The second lateral zones 12 cooperate with the loop elements 17, 18 to define second joining regions. The hook elements 15, 16 are detachably engaged with the associated loop elements 17, 18 wherein these loop elements 17, 18 are dimensioned to be larger than the hook elements 15, 16 in the longitudinal direction Y as well as in the transverse direction X. By dimensioning the loop elements 17, 18 to be larger than the hook elements 15, 16, it will be facilitated to engage these hook elements 15, 16 with the associated loop elements 17, 18 even if the hook elements 15, 16 are more or less misaligned with the associated loop elements 17, 18 in the longitudinal direction Y or in the transverse direction X. Thus no accurate alignment between the hook elements and the associated loop elements is required and correspondingly it becomes easy to put the diaper 1 on the wearer’s body. As these hook elements 15, 16 and the loop elements 17, 18, the trademark “Velcro” or “Scotch Magic tape” commonly used in the relevant technical field may be used.

[0024] The front and rear waist regions 8, 9 are provided with waist elastic members 21 attached thereto under tension and contractibly so as to extend in the transverse direction. Specifically, these waist elastic members 21 comprise first elastic members 21a extending along a peripheral edge of a waist-opening 24 and second elastic members 21b between the first elastic members 21a and the crotch region 10. These waist elastic members 21 are sandwiched between the inner and outer sheets 6, 7 and bonded to at least one of the inner and outer
sheets 6, 7. The waist elastic members 21 are formed of a plurality of strings, strands or tape-segments made of rubber wherein the second elastic members 21b are arranged substantially at regular intervals in the longitudinal direction Y so as to be attached to the front and rear waist regions 6, 7 substantially over entire areas of these two waist regions 6, 7 and thereby to elasticize the front and rear waist regions 6, 7 in the transverse direction X. By elasticizing the front and rear waist regions 6, 7, a desired fit of the front and rear waist regions 6, 7 to the wearer’s body is assured not only to prevent leak of body fluids such as urine but also to improve the appearance of the diaper 1 put on the wearer’s body.

[0025] The waist elastic members 21 in the front waist region 8 extend to respective inner sides of the mount members 13, 14 as viewed in the transverse direction X so that these elastic members 21 do not intersect with the respective mount members 13, 14. The hook elements 15, 16 are provided in third regions 30, 31 of the mount members 13, 14 extending outward from the second regions 28, 29 in the transverse direction X so that the waist elastic members 21 do not overlap the hook elements 15, 16. Also in the rear waist region 9, the waist elastic members 21 extend to the respective inner sides of the loop elements 17, 18 as viewed in the transverse direction X and do not overlap the loop elements 17, 18. Such arrangement that neither the hook elements 15, 16 nor the loop elements 17, 18 are overlapped by the waist elastic members 21 is effective to restrict the hook elements 15, 16 and the loop elements 17, 18 from getting wrinkled under contraction of the waist elastic members 21. Consequently, an area for engagement is prevented from being reduced due to getting wrinkles and thereby the engagement would not become unstable. Thus it is assured that the hook elements 15, 16 are firmly engaged with the associated loop elements 17, 18.

[0026] Between the first and second lateral zones 11, 12 in the longitudinal direction Y, peripheral edges 22 of respective leg-openings 25 are defined by opposite lateral edges of the crotch region 10 so as to be curved toward a longitudinal center line P-P bisecting a dimension of the diaper 1 in the transverse direction X. The diaper 1 is provided along the respective peripheral edges 22 with leg elastic members 23 contractibly attached thereto under tension. More specifically, these leg elastic members 23 are sandwiched between the inner and outer sheets 6, 7 and bonded or joined to at least one of these inner and outer sheets 6, 7. The leg elastic members 23 are formed of a plurality of strings, strands or tape-segments made of rubber so that contractile force of the rubber forming these elastic members 23 may bias the lateral edges 22 of the leg-openings 25 to fit about the wearer’s thighs and thereby to prevent leakage of body fluids such as urine. The waist elastic members 21 as well as the leg elastic members 23 may be made of natural rubber or synthetic rubber such as polyurethane and, if this is convenient, these elastic members may be replaced by an elasticized non-woven fibrous fabric or an elastic plastic sheet, all of these stock materials for the elastic members being commonly used in the relevant technical field.

[0027] In the diaper 1 constructed as has been described above, the hook elements 15, 16 may be placed in engagement with the associated loop elements 17, 18 to join the front and rear waist regions 8, 9 to each other and thereupon to form the waist-opening 24 and a pair of the leg-openings 25. In this way, the diaper 1 is shaped into pull-on pants. To put such diaper 1 on the wearer’s body, after the front and rear waist regions 8, 9 have been joined to each other, the wearer’s legs may be inserted through the waist-opening 24 into the respective leg-openings 25 and then the diaper 1 may be pulled up along the wearer’s waist. Alternatively, before the front and rear waist regions 8, 9 are joined together, the respective regions of the diaper 1 may be applied on the corresponding regions of the wearer’s body and then the hook elements 15, 16 may be placed into engagement with the associated loop elements 17, 18 to join the front and rear waist regions 8, 9 so as to shape the diaper 1 in the pull-on pants. Thus the diaper 1 according to the present invention is convenient to put it on the wearer’s body selectively in a pull-on pants fashion or an open-type diaper fashion.

[0028] Now a method of making such diaper 1 will be described. As schematically illustrated by Fig. 3, a continuous web comprising diapers 1 is formed in machine direction MD and finally severed along a cutting line 44 extending in a cross direction CD which is orthogonal to the machine direction MD to output the individual diapers 1. In the web comprising the diapers 1, the second lateral zones 12 and the first lateral zones 11 of the diapers 1 are respectively continuous one to another so that the transverse direction X of the diapers 1 coincides with the machine direction MD. In a first step (a), a first web 41 used to form the outer sheet 7 are fed and the waist elastic members 21 and the leg elastic members 23 are continuously attached to this first web 41 under tension in the machine direction MD. It should be appreciated that joining means such as adhesives used to attach these elastic members 21, 23 are not illustrated in Fig. 3.

[0029] In a second step (b), a second web 42 used to form the inner sheet 6 is fed toward and bonded to the first web 41. Both the first web 41 and the second web 42 are formed of fibrous webs. With respect to this second step (b) and later steps, the waist elastic members 21 are not illustrated and the leg elastic members 23 are indicated by dashed lines in the accompanying diagrams. In a third step (c), the first and second webs 41, 42 are formed with a circular opening 43 along a circle defined by the leg elastic members 23 so that peripheral edges of these opening 43 may define the peripheral edges 22 of the leg-openings 25. The cutting line 44 extends diametrically across the opening 43. In a fourth step (d), the liquid-absorbent core 20 is attached to the second web 42 by joining means (not shown) between each pair of the adjacent openings 43, 43 in the machine direction MD.
In the fastener assembly 47, the mount members 13, 14 and the loop elements 17, 18 are length-dimensioned to be substantially the same in the machine direction MD as well as in the cross direction CD while the hook elements 15, 16 are length-dimensioned to be shorter than the loop elements 17, 18 in the machine direction MD as well as in the cross direction CD. In consequence, the loop elements 17, 18 are partially exposed outward beyond respective peripheral edges of the hook elements 15, 16 when the hook elements 15, 16 are engaged with the loop elements 17, 18. Each of the loop elements 17, 18 includes inner and outer lateral edges 58, 59 extending in the cross direction CD and upper and lower ends 60, 61 extending in the machine direction MD. The loop elements 17, 18 are subsequently cut off along the cutting line 44 to form inner lateral edge 58 on the cutting line 44.

In the sixth step (f), the third regions 30, 31 of the respective mount members 13, 14 folded back on themselves are formed with sticking zones 32, 33 so that these sticking zones 32, 33 partially overlap the outer lateral edges 59 and the upper and lower ends 60, 61 of the respective loop elements 17, 18. Relative positions between the sticking zones 32, 33 and the hook elements 15, 16 are illustrated by Fig. 5. As illustrated, the third regions 30, 31 are provided with these sticking zones 32, 33 so as to face the upper and lower ends 60, 61 of the respective outer lateral edges 59 of the loop elements 17, 18 as viewed in the cross direction CD. The respective upper halves 15a, 16a of the hook elements 15, 16 include upper ends 50, 51 and the respective lower halves 15b, 16b include lower ends 52, 53. The respective hook elements 15, 16 further include lateral edges 54, 55 on one side and lateral edges 56, 57 on the other side. The sticking zones 32 respectively extend outward beyond the upper ends 50, 51 and the lateral edges 54, 55 on one side while the sticking zones 33 extend outward beyond the lower ends 52, 53 and the lateral edges 54, 55 on the other side.

In the seventh step (g), the hook elements 15, 16 are attached to the respective third regions 30, 31 of the mount members 13, 14. The hook elements 15, 16 may be previously engaged with the associated loop elements 17, 18 or the hook elements 15, 16 may be engaged with the associated loop elements 17, 18 after the hook elements 15, 16 have been attached to the associated third regions 30, 31. In both cases, the sticking zones 32, 33 provided on the mount members 13, 14 are temporarily joined to the associated loop elements 17, 18 by placing the hook elements 15, 16 into engagement with the associated loop elements 32, 33.

The sticking zones 32, 33 are provided between the third regions 30, 31 and the associated hook elements 15, 16 and therefore the sticking zones 32, 33 may sometimes be partially covered with the hook elements 15, 16. However, most part of the sticking zones 32, 33 extend outward beyond the hook elements 15, 16, i.e., exposed outside the associated hook elements 15, 16. The portions of the sticking zones 32, 33 exposed in this manner face the corners defined by the inner lateral edges 58 and the upper and lower ends 60, 61 of the loop elements 17, 18 and are temporarily joined to the mount members 13, 14 at the corners thereof.

In a eighth step (h), the fastener assembly 47 constructed as has been described above is fed toward the second web 42 as illustrated by Fig. 3. It should be understood that the fastener assembly 47 is turned by 90° in the course of being fed toward the second web 42. As a result, the machine direction MD as well as the cross direction CD indicated by the double-headed arrows in Figs. 4 and 5 is inverted in Fig. 3. The first and second webs 41, 42 define one end 45 and the opposite end 46 both extending in the machine direction MD so that a section of the first and second webs 41, 42 extending aside toward the end 45 will define the front waist region 8 and a section thereof extending aside toward the opposite end 46 will define the rear waist region 9 of the diaper 1. The mount members 13, 14 are bonded to the portion of the second web 42 extending aside toward the opposite end 46 by adhesives (not shown).

In a ninth step (i), the web assembly comprising the first and second webs 41, 42 is folded in two with the opposite ends 45, 46 exactly placed upon each other and with the liquid-absorbent core 20 inside. The loop elements 17, 18 are bonded to the second web 42 at regions thereof placed aside toward the end 45 in the course of folding the web assembly comprising the first and second
In a tenth step (j), the web assembly comprising the first and second webs 41, 42 folded in two is cut along the cutting line 44 to obtain the individual diaper 1 wherein the first lateral zones 11 of the front waist region 8 are defined by the end 45 of the web assembly comprising the first and second webs 41, 42 and the second lateral zones 12 of the rear waist region 9 are defined by the opposite end 46 of the web assembly. Thereupon, the mount members 13, 14 and the loop elements 17, 18 are also cut along the cutting line 44, respectively, so that the mount members 13, 14 extend along the first lateral zones 11 and the loop elements 17, 18 extend along the second lateral zones 12. The machine direction MD and the cross direction CD in the process of making the diaper 1 correspond to the transverse direction X and the longitudinal direction Y of the diaper 1, respectively.

According to the method of making the diaper 1 as has been described above, the third regions 30, 31 of the mount members 13, 14 are temporarily joined to the associated loop elements 17, 18 by the sticking zones 32, 33 so as to restrict the loop elements 17, 18 from riding up or curling up. While there is a tendency that the loop elements 17, 18, particularly the upper and lower ends thereof might be apt to ride up or curl up in the course of making the diaper 1, the sticking zones 32, 33 formed on the mount members 13, 14 at the upper and lower ends thereof enhance the restricting effect against such riding up or curling up of the loop elements 17, 18. In this way, the presence of the sticking zones 32, 33 serves to restrict the loop elements 17, 18 from riding up or curling up in the course of making the diaper 1 so as not to result in displacement of the web assembly and/or to slow down the production rate.

Adhesive strength of the sticking zones 32, 33 with respect to the loop elements 17, 18 is set to be lower than the engagement strength between the hook elements 15, 16 and the loop elements 17, 18. In consequence, when it is tried to disengage the hook elements 15, 16 from the loop elements 17, 18, temporary fixation of the loop elements 17, 18 by the sticking zones 32, 33 is easily released without making it difficult to disengage the hook elements 15, 16 from the loop elements 17, 18. The sticking zones 32, 33 have been described and illustrated to be provided on the third regions 30, 31 of the respective mount members 13, 14 so as to face corners defined by the outer lateral edges 59 and upper ends 60 and lower ends 61 of the respective loop elements 17, 18. However, the invention is not limited to such allocation of the sticking zones 32, 33 so far as it is possible to restrict the loop elements 17, 18 from riding up or curling up. For example, the sticking zones 32, 33 may be formed so as to face the upper and lower ends 60, 61, not intermittently but continuously over full length of these upper and lower ends 60, 61, respectively.

The sticking zones 32, 33 may be formed of materials having re-adherence properties. Use of such materials allows the sticking zones 32, 33 to be stuck again to the loop elements 17, 18 even after the temporary joint has been released. Consequentially, even when the hook elements 15, 16 are engaged again with the loop elements 17, 18 to put the diaper 1 on the wearer's body after the temporary joint by the sticking zones 32, 33 has been released and the hook elements 15, 16 have been disengaged from the loop elements 17, 18, it is possible for the sticking zones 32, 33 to restrict the loop elements 17, 18 from riding up or curling up with respect to the mount members 13, 14, respectively. By restricting the loop elements 17, 18 from riding up or curling up in the course of putting the diaper 1 on the wearer's body, it is also possible to restrict the area of engagement from being unacceptably reduced or uncomfortable feeling for the wearer from being generated or the loop elements 17, 18 from coming in direct contact with the wearer's skin and causing any type of skin trouble. In the case of a pants-type diaper used as the wearing article, the diaper can be put on the wearer's body without releasing the temporary joint and in this case also, the presence of the sticking zones 32, 33 serve to restrict the hook elements 15, 16 from being unintentionally disengaged from the loop elements 17, 18 when the diaper is pulled up. It will be obviously understood that, in the case of such pants-type diaper also, the loop elements 17, 18 can be prevented from riding up or curling up.

While the hook elements 15, 16 are attached to the associated mount members 13, 14 and then the loop elements 17, 18 are attached to the hook elements 15, 16 to form the fastener assembly which is then attached to the second web 42 constituting the chassis 2 according to the embodiment as has been described, the invention is not limited to this embodiment. Alternatively, the hook elements 15, 16 may be attached to the second web 42 on its region put aside toward the end 46 thereof and the loop elements 17, 18 may be attached to the second web 42 on its region put aside toward the end 45 and thereafter the web assembly may be folded in two so as to engage the hook elements 15, 16 with the associated loop elements 17, 18. For the method of making the diaper 1 as has been described above, various timings for feeding of the liquid-absorbent core 20, forming of the opening 37 which define the peripheral edges of the respective leg-openings 25 and the other steps may be appropriately changed.

While the hook elements 15, 16 are attached to the front waist region 8 and the loop elements 17, 18 are attached to the rear waist region 9 according to the embodiment as has been described above, it is possible to reverse this relationship. Specifically, while the front waist region 8 has been designated as the first waist region and the rear waist region 9 has been designated as the second waist region, it is possible to designate the front waist region 8 as the second waist region and to designate the rear waist region 9 as the first waist region. In any case, it is desired to attach the hook elements to the second web 42 in a manner of which the hook elements having relatively high stiffness would not come in
contact with the wearer’s skin and cause any damage for the wearer’s skin. While the diaper 1 includes the liquid-absorbent core 20 prepared separately of the chassis 2 according to the embodiment as has been described above, it is possible to sandwich the liquid-absorbent core between the inner and outer sheets 6, 7 of the chassis 2.

While each of the mount members 13, 14 are folded along the first and second folding lines in three to define the first, second and third regions so as to present the substantially Z-shaped or inverted Z-shaped cross-section according to the embodiment as has been described and illustrated, the invention is not limited to such embodiment. For example, the each of the mount members 13, 14 may be folded in two toward the longitudinal center line P-P so as to define the second and third regions. The sticking zones 32, 33 may be formed of commonly used materials in the relevant technical field such as adhesives, thermal- or ultrasonic bonds. While these sticking zones 32, 33 are formed between the loop elements 17, 18 and the mount members 13, 14 according to the embodiment as has been described and illustrated, it is also possible to form the sticking zones 32, 33 between the loop elements 17, 18 and the hook elements 15, 16. In any case, it is important to restrict the temporary joint between the loop elements 17, 18 and the mount members 13, 14 from affecting the engagement between the loop elements 17, 18 and the hook elements 15, 16.

Claims

1. A method of making a wearing article comprising a chassis and a fastener assembly, said chassis having a longitudinal direction, a transverse direction, a side facing a wearer’s garment, a first waist region corresponding to one of front and rear waist regions, a second waist region corresponding to the other of said front and rear waist regions and a crotch region extending between said first and second waist regions and said fastener assembly including first fastening regions provided along a pair of first lateral zones of said first waist region opposed to each other in said transverse direction and extending in said longitudinal direction and second fastening regions provided along a pair of second lateral zones of said second waist region opposed to each other in said transverse direction and extending in said longitudinal direction wherein said first fastening regions are detachably engaged with said second fastening regions and wherein said first fastening regions include hook elements and said second fastening regions include loop elements, said method of making the wearing article comprising the steps of:

2. The method of making the wearing article defined by Claim 1, wherein a process of making said wearing article includes a machine direction and a cross direction orthogonal to said machine direction and, in a course of continuously making said chassis, said transverse direction of said chassis corresponds to said machine direction and said method of making the wearing article further including the steps of:

3. The method of making the wearing article defined by Claim 1 or 2, wherein each of said second fastening regions includes inner and outer side edges extending in said longitudinal direction and upper and lower ends extending in said transverse direction and said sticking zones are formed so as to face corners defined by said outer side edge and upper and lower ends of said second fastening regions in engagement with said first fastening regions.

4. The method of making the wearing article defined by any one of Claims 1 through 3, wherein said first fastening regions include mount members extending outward beyond said first lateral zones by intermediate of which said hook elements are attached to said first lateral zones.

5. The method of making the wearing article defined by Claim 4 wherein said sticking zones temporarily join said mount members to said loop elements.

6. The method of making the wearing article defined by Claim 5, wherein said loop elements occupy an area larger than an area occupied by said hook elements and said loop elements exposed outside said hook elements are temporarily joined to said mount members by said sticking zones.
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